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One Voice Medicine is wisdom-
full conversations with healers in 
remote communities and towns 
from the Pilbara in Western 
Australia to Central Australia and 
western New South Wales. 

Albrecht has crafted the 
conversations with attention 
to detail in her transcriptions, 
with cultural sensitivity, using 
place names in language and 
considering First Peoples cyclical 
time, whilst cleverly inviting us 
into stunning landscapes and 
pertinent academic contexts. 

One Voice Medicine sings with the healing force of Indigenous wisdom. Reading it is to 
sit at the waterhole and drink in the Spirit Voice of Country from the words of Elders. 



ABOUT THE AUTHOR

This is Valerie’s fifth published book. Her writings concern the human longing to understand and connect 
deeply with self, others and the mysteries of the Divine Narrative. 

Her previous works are: 
Thirty Days, 2019
The Story Behind The Story – Biography of a Navaho Medicine Man 2017
Search for Mother, Journaling,  2011, 2015
Search for Mother, 2008

Valerie’s hope is for us to overcome our divides in ways of looking, particularly at health approaches, 
cultures and religions – she has spent much of the last two decades learning and writing with Native 
American, Mayan and Australian Aboriginal healers. 

When not writing Valerie  practises as a Speech Pathologist, clinical health mentor, yoga and life story 
teacher. Playing her cello and being still in nature keeps her faith in the good-ness and God-ness in all. 
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